
 

 

MRCOG PART 1 – HOW TO  PASS  IT?  

 

 

First of all ask yourself why you want to do it ? 

Get registered for exam;follow instructions on www.rcog.org.uk 

If you have time constraints and no guidance ; 

Enroll in an online course -I joined Ariz Exams as they had an updated course,good n practical 

course plan ,subject wise quizzes,mock exams and past papers for practice. 

 

Q: How long do I need to study? 

 

3 months of targetted study are enough. You need to study on daily basis. 

Revise  atleast 3 times whatever you read. 

 

Q: How did you manage to study while having  rotational duties in OG ?  

Ariz Exams course material and videos were available on their website.I was listening to lectures 

during my duties also.They have put plenty of images on webpage.It was easier to remember 

with the help of pictures and infographics. 

Now more and more pictures are included in MRCOG 1;both papers. 

 

It was difficult but  I wanted to get MRCOG certificate so I used all the time I could get. 

Secondly my mentor Dr.Aisha was continuously motivating us all to do our best.She was always 

encouraging as well as maintaining a good pace for learning all that we needed to pass exam. 

I used to do SBA’s on my way to hospital, in  the morning everyday.In post duty hours I used to 

take some food and return to complete daily tasks given by my mentor.Even during ER rotations 

I manged to do questions and past papers in between seeing patients. 

 

Q: How did you cover syllabus in 3 months?  

 

I found it very hard to remember the basic sciences as I had left  medical college several years 

ago.Again Ariz Exams  Online Course helped me a lot as it covered all topics in first revision 

and revised  ONLY the most important topics in second round.I realized that Ariz Exams had 

good reviews from former students, positive feedback and a good passing rate so I joined them. 

They provided me with 3 months full schedule on all topics to study. They focused on what 

topics are heavily tested on  the exam. The mentors helped us solve previous recalls and the 

group members shared files and helped each other.  It was just like having a study partner or 

study group. Investing in education is an investment that is never wasted. If you think you cannot 

do it alone then let a team of expert do it for you.  

I saved my money and more importantly my precious time with the help of Ariz Exams team. 

 

Q: What books /resources did you read?  

I had been reading Oxford revision notes as my sceniors said that one  should learn  it by heart I 

tried  but  could not retain anything as there is too much information and the bullet points format 

did not not work l for me. Then I read MRCOG Essential Revision Guide.It was lengthy but 

helpful. 

Finally I covered all notes in Ariz Exams online course and revised the 3 times before exam.  



 

 

  

 

Q: What are the best  sources for SBA’s 

 

For SBA’s I covered latest editions of : 

StratOG 

Andrew Sizer 

Katherine 

PassMRCOG, 

The last 5 years Recall 

Ariz Exams subjectwise questions and mock exams under exam conditions.  

Dr.Aish made me do 3 revisions of all of these resources. 

It was a difficult task but I passed exam in the end. 

 

Q: How did you study? Can you share your technique?  

 

I religiously followed Ariz Exams study schedule .It was helpful.I was able to cover all subjects 

as divided in 2 papers by RCOG.I had group discussions during online sessions .I was not 

studying in isolation.It was reassuring that I was able to share my viewpoint with other 

doctors.Our course schedule was simple, logical as we used to cover a subject, do relate SBA’s 

from all mecq books and solve Ariz Exams weekly test.  

We covered all important greentop and NICE guidelines .I found this help only in Ariz Exams 

course.We got all summaries. 

 

Q. Can you share your  list of the books?  

 

I followed guidance given on RCOG website. 

- MRCOG Essential Revision Guide  

 Oxford Revision Notes(if you want bullet format)  

PassMRCOG  

 StratOG SBA’s  

Andrew Sizer 

Katherine  

Recall 2014-2019  

 

Q: Any   additions suggestions ? 

 

My experience  

Don’t skip any topics ;Do basic sciences plus clinical management. 

Do all the topics covered in recalls.Dont just do recalls.- 40% of the exam are recalls so don’t 

miss recalls.  

Ariz Exams stressed on learning Biostats,microbiology ,pharmacology as  students find these 

subjects very difficult.They increase your score definitely. 

 



 

 

- Clinical Data and Interpretation make up like 40 % of  the exam .Ariz team helped me 

tremendously by explaining practical aspects of managing difficuly clinical conditions.I was 

working as a specialist but I came down to level of ST 1 to do things as they should be done. 

Follow guidelines (GTG).  

 

Ariz Exams has Facebook,telegram and WhatsApp study group as students come from different 

countries and can access different apps. 

I have shared my experience with you .Please comment here if you like to ask more questions. 

Live happily;maintain a healthy life style .Stay positive and motivated. 

 

I passed MRCOG 1 and ready to help all MRCOG 1 aspirants. 

Thank you for reading my long post. 

Dr.Jhancy Kurian  

 

  


